. At the learning phase of context ontology there are several approaches for artificial unit, the system tries to familiar with all possible knowledge construction methodologies i,e neural context situations (illumination variation) may network, resonance theory, super vector machine happen. And at the face recognition unit, system etc., ontology produces proper classification makes its knowledge using GA on registered face categories based on illumination. As ontology images. However, during action phase, the context produces tree structure, it takes very short time to ontology unit recognizes the current situation select illumination category. Another advantage (cluster) and then face recognition unit determines of ontology construction is that when there is a its success or failure with the help of knowledge in huge amount of data, ontology can be used for terms of chromosome of GA. identifying clusters and then any knowledge classifier system for each context model using images in the corresponding cluster.
Dataset
In the process of clustering, K-means clustering Figure 5 shows the models. Genetic algorithm evaluates the best average performance of different ontology level. [9] Wang and X. Tang, " A Unified Framework for 6 CONCLUSION Subspace Face Recognition," IEEE Trans. on This paper presents an approach making context PAMI, vol. 26, no. 9 (2004 PAMI, vol. 26, no. 9 ( ) 1222 PAMI, vol. 26, no. 9 ( -1228 ontology on varying illuminations for a robust face
[10] P. Phillips, "The FERET database and evolution recognition system and the importance of building procedure for face recognition algorithms," Image recognition system and the importance of building and Vision Computing, vol.16, no.5 (1999) 295-306. well organized ontology. Context ontology is structured into three main phases: knowledge acquisition, context learning and context categorization. For face recognition cases, the system takes categorized context as input and GA assists for learning to build knowledge in association with artificial chromosome that selects the feature point of Gabor encoding. And finally, K-nn method recognizes the faces according to its knowledge.
We have applied this context ontology approach to face recognition scheme on FERET data set. We have achieved that our proposed well-organized model is superior to other existing system. The future trends of our paper will focus on distributed and real time ontology construction for dynamic changing environments.
